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»Noch nie war Geschichte so spannend!« Thus the dust jacket happily announces Dieter Breuers’ latest 

publication, »Colonia im Mittelalter. Über das Leben in der Stadt«. Career journalist and retired chief editor 

of the »Kölnische/Bonner Rundschau«, Breuers has produced nine books of personal reflections on 

medieval and early modern subjects at a pace of about one every other year since 19941. Having studied 

history, German language and literature (Germanistik), American language and literature (Amerikanistik) in 

Cologne and Berlin during his university days in the early 1950s, his publishing house (Lübbe) advertises 

Breuers as a »Mittelalterexperte« and goes on to say that »In seinen Büchern beschreibt er das Mittelalter 

und die frühe Neuzeit mit profundem Wissen und journalistischem Blick leidenschaftlich, farbenprächtig 

und lebendig wie kein anderer«. It is with an awareness that »Experte« in German can mean either expert 

(i. e. »having, involving, or displaying special skill or knowledge derived from training or experience«) or 

pundit (i. e. »a person who gives opinions in an authoritative manner usually through the mass media«)2 

that the following review is offered.

Gripping and full of suspense this book often is, effectively using as it does a journalistic mode of 

presentation with all the strengths and weaknesses of that mode. The genre’s formula becomes clear to 

the reader within a couple of chapters, as though one were reading a medieval newspaper if such had 

existed. First, the headline: each chapter begins with brief scene setting, often in medias res with colorful 

descriptions (»Die untergehende Sonne warf ihre letzten Strahlen auf die Dächer der Stadt …«) and a 

handful of characters busy about some murky business, all of which draws the reader in and begs many 

questions. The hook has been set and the bait taken. 

But the initial headline lead story soon reveals itself as merely a frame for the »real story« the journalist 

wishes to tell, as a point of departure into a sometimes wild excursus into all manner of medieval politics, 

religion, society, and culture. The opening chapter as only one instance takes the reader from 

encountering two Jews in Cologne (1146) back to the brutal crusading pogrom of 1095, to a review of life 

in the medieval Jewish ghetto, forward to the Second Crusade, and then (remarkably) back to a history of 

1 Dieter Breuers, Ritter, Mönch und Bauersleut – Eine unterhaltsame Geschichte des Mittelalters, Bergisch Gladbach 
1994; id., Sterben für Jerusalem – Ritter, Mönche, Muselmanen und der Erste Kreuzzug, Bergisch Gladbach 1997; 
id., Fenster, Pfeiler, und Gewölbe – Die Geschichte des Kölner Doms, Bergisch Gladbach 1998; id., Die glühende 
Krone – Die Staufer und ihre Zeit, Sterben für Jerusalem – Ritter, Mönche, Muselmanen und der Erste Kreuzzug 
2002; id., Die Kölner und ihr Dom, Bergisch Gladbach 2004; Id., Versklavt und verraten – Der Aufstand der Bauern zu 
Anfang des 16. Jahrhunderts, Bergisch Gladbach 2005; Id., In drei Teufels Namen: Die etwas andere Geschichte der 
Hexen und ihrer Verfolgung, Bergisch Gladbach 2007; id., Ich glaub, mich laust der Affe!: Deutsche Redensarten in 
unterhaltsamen Geschichten, Bergisch Gladbach 2007.

2 Both definitions are quoted from the »Miriam-Webster Dictionary«.
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Jewish-Christian relations from the beginning including a Persian massacre of 60,000 Christians in 

Jerusalem with Jewish aid (610) and Merovingian-Carolingian era relations before returning forward to the 

First Crusade's anti-Jewish excesses (1096), a gruesome child-sacrifice charge against Jews in Fulda 

(1235) to further 14th-century atrocities in Geneva and Röttingen, then back to the Fourth Lateran 

Council’s anti-Jewish canons (1215), and again forward finally to the Black Death and expulsions of Jews. 

Such dramatic shifts in subject matter, temporal and physical location, and actors can prove engaging to a 

reader with knowledge about medieval Europe, but could also prove quite disorienting without it. In any 

case, this approach provides much of the book's brio and intellectual stimulation. Breuer knows how to tell 

a good story, and uses the breaches in the timeline to his advantage much like a well-crafted mystery 

movie shunts the viewer round about across time and place and character to shape the story according to 

the author's vision. Given the general public perception that research historians write dreadfully tedious 

prose, we could learn something here about how to retell history with better storytelling techniques. 

The whirlwind ride then returns to its original location and characters, in order to allow for some moralizing 

editorial punditry about their state in life to conclude the chapter. Here not only the author's story has been 

told (rather different though than the whole historical record as it actually played out in temporal 

sequence), but he is also allowed further shaping commentary about how to understand an entire 

historical period. Good storytelling and a strong interpretive voice are the strengths of this volume, which 

like good journalism writing stands as a healthy reminder to research historians that an engaging writing 

style can only make good research findings more accessible and meaningful to readers. 

What then about the substance of the story being told so well? This is where the problems of a journalistic 

approach are hard to avoid mentioning. An unfortunate characteristic of mass media journalism has been 

the steadily intensified blurring between fictive and factual details. In what is sold as a book on medieval 

history, »eye witness« accounts are inserted in the mouths of fictive characters rather than those of 

historical figures (whose words we often no longer possess to quote), and these fictive sources seem to 

know a great deal more about the high politics of the German empire than their often lowly status and 

means would suggest. Such mixing of fictional and factual source material in the story telling of historical 

novels is quite understandable, but done so under the guise of history telling (rather than story telling) will 

irritate many readers, not the least being research historians. So will the complete absence of any 

attribution of real historical sources. No notes or bibliographies appear in the volume, which is appropriate 

for a popular publication, but in their absence there are no in-text acknowledgements of the work of others 

that has been used – neither through consistent mention of the primary sources for the voices speaking 

and actions taken in each chapter, nor through even a gentle passing mention of a given research 

historian's painstaking research which produced such useful primary source voices from the dusty 

reaches of the archives.

Though there are many cases of this loose management of historical evidence throughout the book, citing 

one example will suffice here. A description (p. 390) of a late 15th-century mob's abuse of blind beggars at 
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Alter Markt (who were forced to compete for a pig in a poke by trying to flog it to death) appears without 

reference to the story's actual source, which comes from a 1498 passage in the »Koelhoffsche Chronik« 

about a mean-spirited game of Schweineschlagen. What is more troubling, however, is that the story itself 

had already been detailed almost thirty years ago on p. 20 of Franz Irsigler and Arnold Lassotta’s oft-

reprinted classic »Bettler und Gaukler, Dirnen und Henker« (1989; 11th edition 2009). Indeed much of this 

book’s considerations of outsiders seem strongly inspired by Irsigler and Lassotta’s earlier work. Though a 

career editor would be used to protecting the identity of his/her sources in journalism, historical writing is 

something quite different since the arduous investigative work in the archive and the identity of the 

historical sources thereby discovered deserve acknowledgement. 

A second recognizable aspect of contemporary journalism present in this book is the penchant for the 

sensational, the violent, even the grotesque. Outsiders and their often squalid lives predominate in this 

volume: Andreas the Jewish nailsmith fears another pogrom; Christian the peasant farmer and his wife 

Katherina endure the traumas common to their class; urban labourers Trude, Till, and Christoph worry 

about pregnancy, food, and filthy living conditions; Barthel and his youthful companions gather booty from 

the dead bodies of soldiers after a battle; Heinrich Havenit the dirt-poor sandal maker succumbs to 

bribery; and Lame Lambert and Sofie the prostitute unite to protect the community by helping the 

authorities drive out an old beggar claiming to be the long-gone Emperor Friedrich II – these people 

appear fully-formed and worthy of the reader's concern and sympathy. The other characters, however, are 

one-dimensional stereotypes: monks Thomas and Emich have inquiring minds but mindlessly submit to 

abbatial religious authority; Abbots Ulrich and Heinrich are pleased to build up urban structures and tear 

down the bodies of heretics; merchants and guildsmen look askance at contemporary politics with a rather 

cosmopolitan and world-weary sensibility shaped by travel beyond the city; archiepiscopal officials dutifully 

purchase slaves from Jews and question idealistic child crusaders; and Agnes the mismatched young wife 

laments her secure yet empty life with an old husband Georg (while he »exerts himself« on top of her) and 

the handsome, muscular live-in apprentice Andreas yearns to marry her – so the two patiently await the 

death of the patriarch (this one reads uncomfortably close to contemporary romance novels); and of 

course archbishops, dukes, emperors, and popes serve only status and the securing of even yet more 

status.

A third journalistic aspect appearing in the book is the ever vigilant caution against trusting public 

institutions. As if they were akin to the contemporary modern nation-state or denominational hierarchies 

(though business corporations seem excluded here), the medieval Church and the German Empire with all 

their multiform appendages appear as cardboard background sets of monolithic power, hypocrisy, and 

perpetual scandal. Institutions in this book serve as cautionary tales for the reader about the need to 

distrust organs of public authority, and in particular to distrust political and religious institutions.

The final journalistic dimension in this book is the tendency for the part to serve as the whole. The reader 

is presented with historical case studies that come selectively and primarily from the twelfth and thirteenth 
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centuries yet which are supposed to educate her/him about the entirety of the millennium we call the 

Middle Ages. Thus, the past is often flattened out, simplified, and sensationalized in favour of historical 

dramatization and re-enactments designed to capture the »essence« of the Middle Ages. Alas, news 

media have succumbed to this infotainment approach to contemporary information sharing and analysis, 

and it finds its way into the past as well here.

The book contains not one public expression of the author's voice or intention – no forward, no 

introduction, no epilogue, only 23 discrete chapter-length stories and a Personenregister. It therefore 

remains difficult to be sure what the author intended us as readers to make of the Middle Ages, of 

Cologne, or of history itself for that matter. Breuers did pen a forward in his first book »Mönch und 

Bauersleut – Eine unterhaltsame Geschichte des Mittelalters« (1994), which may have some bearing 

here: »Urplötzlich wird Geschichte zu einer Geschichte, und schon wird’s spannend. […] Der 

amerikanische Bürgerkrieg wäre uns ohne John Wayne und Kumpane, vor allem aber ohne ›Vom Winde 

verweht‹ kaum geläufig. […] Geschichte lebt immer und überall. Man muss ihr nur ein wenig Atem 

einhauchen.«

Breuers’ sensibility is quite correct in one important sense. People do indeed encounter history in many 

cultural and material forms and not just in scholarly books, and therefore historians should think more 

deeply and engagingly about the public encounters with history that occur in people’s everyday lives, 

which vastly outnumber public encounters with our own weekly lectures and publications. In particular, the 

very real story-telling power of movies and television is palpable to any viewer. Indeed, research historians 

must admit that we are simply outgunned by the story-telling firepower of interactive, multi-sensory media 

presentations in comparison to the unadorned printed word on otherwise blank pages. We should all 

consider then how to be more effective in print history tellers ourselves in such a multimedia environment.

What remains a reservation, however, is the matter of whether history or a story (loosely based on history) 

is being told. Is it really John Wayne’s fictive on-screen persona in »The Horse Riders« (who »Rides 

Where Only The Great Ones Go!« complete with the requisite southern Belle Miss Hanna) who embodies 

and sustains the original events, people, and meanings of the American Civil War, or is it rather our own 

re-fashioned storytelling geared primarily for adventure and entertainment? Surely »Gone with the Wind« 

has been shown time and again – both in its original novel form as well as in the Hollywood movie version 

– to be a deeply flawed and prejudiced story of the actual history of the South. There is after all a 

difference between the power of a storytelling medium and the substance of the story being so powerfully 

told. And Breuers seems to have assumed that the power of a storytelling medium is coextensive with the 

power of story being told – both in Hollywood as well as in a book. He writes very well indeed, as a 

journalistic pundit rather than as an historian. And so there are different professional expectations for what 

makes for a good historical read, which this reviewer accepts.

What is actually the only real surprise and disappointment in the book is that one learns really very little 

about medieval Cologne itself. Outside of portions of chapters 5, 7, 10, and 12 it is not until chapters 20, 
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21, and 23 that we learn much of any substance about medieval Cologne and yet even so this is mostly in 

the context of the wider political history of the lower Rhineland. Inclusion of a few testaments found in 

Brigitte Klosterberg’s »Zur Ehre Gottes und zum Wohl der Familie – Kölner Testamente von Laien und 

Klerikern im Spätmittelalter« (Cologne 1995) for example would have been an easy way into the values, 

culture, and Alltagsgeschichte of late medieval Cologne. The subtitle »Über das Leben in der Stadt« 

proved to be a minimally accurate description of the book’s content. 

The lessons this reviewer gained from the book therefore are twofold: (1) the different sensibilities of 

journalistic and historical writing toward the past they each seek to articulate and interpret, since the 

former finds the past a plastic pastiche of bits easily moved around in order to fashion a ripping good 

story, whereas the latter understands the past as a delicate fabric already sewn together, linear in 

sequence, and full of its own ready-made and compelling stories just waiting to be discovered in their 

integrity and wholeness of context; (2) the inherent differences between telling stories and telling history, 

since telling stories is a creative act in which the authorial presence takes a lead role on the stage in 

shaping the drama, whereas in telling history the authorial presence only interferes with the pre-existing 

drama and so its responsibility is to allow the voices of the past to speak before she/he does. Storytelling 

creates anew, history telling recovers afresh. For Herr Breuers »wird Geschichte zu einer Geschichte, und 

schon wird’s spannend«, whereas for research historians, the excitement emerges in the diametrically 

opposite direction.
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